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CLOSING FUTURES PRICE SUMMARY 8.28.15 

 CU15 CZ15 CH16 SX15 SF16 SH16  

This week $3.6325 $3.7500 $3.8650 $8.8550 $8.9075 $8.9225  

Last Week $3.6550 $3.7700 $3.8825 $8.9025 $8.9475 $8.9425  

Weekly 

Change 
- $0.0225 - $0.0200 - $0.0175 - $0.0475 - $0.0400 - $0.0200  

Macro markets drove the bus this week.  The financial meltdown that 

started late last week saw the most dramatic drop on Monday, pulling 

the commodity sector along for the ride.  In some instances, 

commodities will benefit from investors pulling money from the financial 

markets due to a sense of relative safety.  No such luck this week.  

Why?  It all goes back to China and the economic power.  Economic 

trouble in China led to fear of reduced grain imports from the U.S. 

especially in the soybean arena.  As a result soybeans took the brunt of 

the bearish fundamental blow early in the week. However, once the 

financial markets began to stabilize, so did the grains and soy complex.  

For the week, December corn was down just over two cents while 

November beans managed to lose just four cents.   

Through all the board volatility basis remained peppy during the week.  

Cash movement has remained very slow over the past 30 days which 

has kept basis supported for the old crop time frame.  Soybeans have 

enjoyed the most strength with substantial premiums paid to those with 

trucks and beans ready to roll.  New crop beans have shown some signs 

of strength as well, despite what many predict to be a near record crop 

just weeks away. 

As we look ahead to the new month, the USDA will release the latest 

S&D table on September 11.  We should start to see private estimates 

roll in next week as well as some early harvest results from the Delta… 

just enough to fuel the yield debate fire for a few more days. 

This Material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of CHS Rochester and should be considered a solicitation.  The information contained in this presentation is taken 

from sources which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by us as to accuracy or completeness and is sent to you for information purposes only.  There is a risk of loss when trading commodity 

futures and options.  CHS Rochester bases its recommendations solely on the judgment of CHS Rochester personnel. 

Check current cash bids:  http://www.chsrochester.com/grain/cash-bids/ 

Corn: 

Despite the negative macro picture, 

December corn was able to close just 

mildly lower.  While the $0.2125 trade 

range was wider than last week, much of 

the late trade and strength was likely due 

to month end position squaring.  Look for 

more of the same volatility going forward 

until the macro markets regain 

confidence and corn harvest starts to 

spread North. 

Soybeans: 
November beans touched a new contract 

low again this week at $8.55.  However, 

the contract was able to brush off very 

strong bearish macro news this week 

closing near the top of the week’s range.  

November futures’ price action is more 

difficult to decipher this time of year as we 

transition from old crop to new crop.  Old 

crop tightness will support the November 

future until new crop supplies hit the 

pipeline. 
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